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Topic 5: (chapter 6) Australia in the Vietnam War Era: 

• Australia was involved in the Korean  war and Vietnam war because it 

believed it was their duty in the ANZUS and SEATO (only for Vietnam war) 

treaty, the government wanted to get rid of communism, insurance policy 

with the US, and to protect its own borders  

• Australia was involved in the Vietnam war by providing supplies and men to 

fight in Vietnam 

• The Australian were fighting the north Vietnam communist known as the 

Viet cong  

• 1964: conscription starts in Australia to increase the amount of troops sent 

to support South Vietnam 

• Protestors and moratorium were used to convey the government to bring 

the children back after what they heard about what was going happening in 

the war.   

• The Save Our Sons and Youth Against Conscription was form in 1964 that 

protested against conscription   

• The more extreme and widespread protests began in 1966 when the Liberal 

partying gained government once more 

• Protestors included: parents, unions, other political parties and the media 

• A moratorium is when the public goes on strike and stop work to oppose 

the government of sending troops to Vietnam. Happened during the 1970s 

• The people wanted the return of all Australian and allied troops from indo 

china and the two have conscription abolished  

• Australian ended its involvement in the Vietnam war in 1972 (bring back 

their troops) when the labor government took power (P.M.: Gough 

Whitlam) 

• In 1975 30
th

 of April North Vietnam takes control of South Vietnam ending 

the longest war in the 20
th

 century 

Soldier experience: 

•  The solders weren’t welcomed because of what the media had been 

posting up about them during the war (e.g. killing helpless babies, raping 

local women, mascaras of villages)   

• But what the public didn’t know was that there mass war crimes were not 

committed by the Australian’s as a whole but the Americans  

• The Soldiers were treated with as out casts and called names like “baby 

Killers”  
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• Many soldiers also came back with Post Traumatic street, wounds and 

many had their body contaminated by chemicals (Agent Orange)    

• Others were disfigured and did not want to go back into society or see 

families again 

Experience of post war migrants: 

• Separated families 

• Death of loved ones 

• Poverty 

• Home land torn 

Changing Rights and Freedom: 

• 1940s-1960s: Assimilation began to create a more “Australian” country. 

     This included: 

o English language programs 

o Welfare programs 

o Encouraging the public to accept migrants 

• 1947 Immigration restriction is relaxed 

• 1954: Colombo plan allowed Asian students to come to Australia to study 

• 1958: Migration Act replaces the Dictation test 

• 1966:  migration applications now depends on the migrants ability, 

qualification and the need for the skills in Australia 

• Australia encouraged migration because:  

•  It provided better defense 

• More people to control land  

• Better economic 

• To have more European migrants move into Australia to keep the white 

Australian policy. 

• Most migrants came  from Europe/Italy  

• Australia allowed English speaking white migrants in but soon no English 

white migrants were allowed too 

• Assimilation: to move from one culture to another totally including : food, 

beliefs, clothes etc 

• Multiculturalism: to have many cultures living together in harmony but still 

following their own culture 

• Integration: to maintain your culture but add different areas of other 

cultures into your own one 

• The populate or perish concept was used during the 1940s government 

used things like the good neighbor movement or the Assisted Passage 

Scheme to allow migrants to move to Australia and make them feel 

welcomed. 
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• Today any one is able to apply for migration to Australia no matter the 

gender, culture or background 

Changes: 

• Integration beings (accepting other cultures for who they are) 

• More professionals arrive in Australia 

• Diversity of ethnic communities bringing in different food, entertainment 

and customs 

• Large ethnic groups populate certain suburbs  

Aboriginals: 

• 1960s-1970s Aboriginals want to get special parts of their lands back 

• Aboriginals grouped up attempting to gain back their land (non-aboriginals 

supported this as well) 

Aboriginal people and land 

• linked with the land as a part of their identity 

• sacred or traditional sites 

• needed for economic and physical survival 

• land was valued for spiritual and/or social reasons 

• dispossessed of much of their land since European settlement in 1770 

Example: 

• Gurindji people were given back part their land in 1975  

• In 1985 Gurindji gained freehold title to the land from the Aboriginal Land 

rights (N.T) 1976 Act 

• In 1982 a group of Torres strait islands went to the High court and to get 

back Murray Islands  

• In 1992, the High Court ruled in favor of the Murray Tribe.  It was a 

landmark decision of the High Court of Australia that agreed that Australia 

had been inhabited before white settlement and therefore was not terra 

nullius. 

 

The Tent Embassy: 

• was and is a symbol of the need for Aboriginal land rights and social justice 

• was joined by activists from around Australia 

• was formed after the disappointment of the 1967 referendum (see below) 

Snowy mountain scheme:  

• The snowy mountain scheme was so complex and huge that many new 

methods were invented that have never been seen in the world 

• Safer and cheaper construction techniques were created and the project set 

some new standards in occupational health and safety for the time.  
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• The power stations adopted higher outputs of electricity transmission than 

ever before.  

• The project used Australia's first transistorised computer, which was also 

one of the first in the world. Called 'Snowcom', the computer was used 

from 1960 to 1967, contributing greatly to the efficient and successful 

completion of the project.  

The workers and their families  

• More than 100,000 people from over thirty countries came to the 

mountains to work on the project. Up to 7,300 workers would provide their 

labor at any one time.  

• Seventy per cent of all the workers were migrants. They came to Australia 

to work on the project, attracted by the relatively high wages. At that time, 

soon after the Second World War, work was hard to come by in Europe.  

• At first, most of the workers were men who had left their families at home 

in Europe. Their plan was to work hard, save money and bring their families 

out when they could afford to.  

• The work was hard and the conditions were tough. Because ninety-eight 

per cent of the project was underground, there was a lot of tunneling, often 

through solid granite rock. Work in the tunnels was dirty, wet, noisy, smelly 

and sometimes dangerous. More than 120 workers died in the project's 

twenty-five year period.  

• Living conditions were also hard in the camps and towns built in the 

mountains to house the workers and their families. Often these dwellings 

were not suited to the freezing conditions. They were cold and the water 

would freeze in the pipes. When the workers' wives came to join them in 

the townships, these women had to work hard to overcome the hardships 

and establish communities in the strange, new, wilderness environment. 

When work in one area was completed, the dwellings were dismantled and 

moved to another area, so very little remains of these towns today.  

• The majority of the workers stayed on to live in Australia after the project 

was completed, making a valuable contribution to Australia's modern 

multicultural society”.  

Immigration:  

• White Australia policy starts in 1901 and continues until 1973 

o The white Australia policy stopped non European coming into 

Australia 

o The White Australia policy was removed because of international 

criticism 
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o As well because Australia Signed the UN’s International 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 

• In 1945 the populate or perish idea helped boost European migration to 

Australia 

o Using employment, good environment and other areas to 

encourage people to come 

People, Power and Politics in the post war Period 

 Australia as a global citizen 

• The UN is an international organization that was formed to support 

countries, keep peace, and maintain international laws 

• Established in 24 October 1945 

• UNESCO: UNESCO stands from United Nations educational scientific and 

cultural organization. It role is to encourages international peace, 

respect and promotes collaboration among nations. 

• The structure of the UN works like a family with 6 main with smaller sub 

groups around them 

o First Committee (Disarmament and International Security 

Committee) is concerned with disarmament and related 

international security questions; 

o Second Committee (Economic and Financial Committee) is 

concerned with economic questions; 

o Third Committee (Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee) 

deals with social and humanitarian issues; 

o Fourth Committee (Special Political and Decolonization 

Committee) deals with a variety of political subjects not dealt with 

by the First Committee, as well as with decolonization;  

o Fifth Committee (Administrative and Budgetary Committee) deals 

with the administration and budget of the United Nations; and 

o Sixth Committee (Legal Committee) deals with international legal 

matters. 

• Australia’s role in the UN is to provide peace keeping force and disaster 

relief units and supply around the world. 

• DR Evatt was one of the first founder of the UN and represented 

Australia in the planning stages of the establishment of the UN 

• The Colombo plan was a treaty with the other countries to allow 

bilateral aid to go into south or south East Asia 

• ANZUS: Australia, New Zealand, US (September 1951) to have support 

from each other if one of them were attacked. 
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• SEATO: south east treaty organization (1954) to defend each other from 

communist invasion. 

Important Treaties: 

• ANZUS: 1951 (Australia, United states, New Zealand) 

• SEATO: 1954 (Australia, Britain, France, NZ, Pakistan, the Philippines, 

Thailand and the US) 

• The COLOMBO PLAN: 1950 

• APEC: 1989 (21 different countries) 

Charles Perkins/Freedom Rides 

• Charles Perkins was born in 1936 in Alice springs 

• Perkins founded the Student Action For Aboriginal(SAFA) 

• On the 12 February 1965 him and a group of students began on a 14-day 

bus tour of rural NSW known as the Freedom Ride 

• their mission was to: 

o   draw public attention to the poor state of Aboriginal health, 

education and housing 

o point out and help to lessen the socially discriminatory barriers 

which existed between Aboriginal and white residents 

o  Encourage and support Aboriginal people, themselves to resist 

discrimination. 

• The group visited places like: 

o Walgett 

o Moree 

o Dempsey 

• The group would visit a town too determine whether the local 

Aboriginals were discriminated or not, if they were they group will take 

action and protest hopefully removing the discrimination. 

• Perkins ride’s shows that non-violent action could result in change as 

well 

• The Freedom Rides were also helped with the 1967 referendum that 

allowed aboriginals to be counted in the Australian Census 


